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1. **The Graceful Italian Lakes 5-7 Days**
The destination of choice for Goethe, Hemingway and George Clooney. (p17)

2. **A Weekend at Lake Garda 4 Days**
The ultimate lakeside tour through vineyards, orchards and olive groves. (p29)

3. **Northern Cities 7-10 Days**
Visit grand-slam cultural sites amid the rice paddies of the Po Valley. (p37)

4. **Roof of Italy 6 Days**
Dare to drive Europe’s highest Alpine pass for the spa on the other side. (p45)
Milan (p54)
Home to the nation's stock exchange, one of Europe's biggest trade-fair grounds and an international fashion hub, Milan is also Italy's economic powerhouse.

Around Milan (p66)
Beyond Milan pretty countryside unfolds, while to the north a burst of Mediterranean colour and a balmy microclimate await around the lakes.

Venice & Padua (p90)
A fabled lagoon city awash with art, music and spice-route cuisine, and a medieval city-state home to Italy's second-oldest university.

Trento & the North (p104)
The provinces of Trentino and Alto Adige offer up a number of stunning wilderness areas, where adventure and comfort can be found in equal measure.
Duncan Garwood Ever since moving to Italy in 1997, Duncan has spent much of his time driving the country on assignment for Lonely Planet. He’s clocked up tens of thousands of kilometres and contributed to a whole host of Lonely Planet guidebooks, including Italy, Rome, Sicily, Sardinia and Naples, as well as the Food Lover’s Guide to the World. He currently lives in the Castelli Romani hills just outside of Rome.

Paula Hardy From Lido beaches to annual Biennales and spritz-fuelled aperitivo bars, Paula has contributed to Lonely Planet Italian guides for over 15 years, including previous editions of Venice & the Veneto, Pocket Milan, The Italian Lakes, Sicily, Sardinia and Puglia & Basilicata. When she’s not scooting around the bel paese, she writes for a variety of travel publications and websites. Currently she divides her time between London, Italy and Morocco, and tweets her finds @paula6hardy.

Donna Wheeler Italy’s border regions are Donna Wheeler’s dream assignment: Alps, the sea, complex histories, plus spectacular wine and food. Donna has lived in Turin’s Quadrilatero Romano and Genova’s centro storico and been an Italian-by-marriage for almost two decades. A former commissioning editor and content strategist, she’s written guidebooks to Italy, France, Tunisia, Algeria, Norway and Belgium and publishes on art, architecture, history and food for LonelyPlanet.com, BBC.com Travel, National Geographic Traveler and My Art Guides; she is also the creative director of travel magazine She Came to Stay.
Cristian Bonetto: It took one visit to Italy as a young backpacker to get him hooked, and Cristian has been covering the country’s food, culture, and lifestyle for over a decade. The writer’s musings have appeared in publications across the globe, and his Naples-based play Il Cortile (The Courtyard) has toured numerous Italian cities. Cristian has contributed to more than 30 Lonely Planet guides, including Venice & The Veneto, New York City, Denmark, and Singapore. You can follow Cristian’s adventures on Twitter (@CristianBonetto) and on Instagram (rexcat75).

Belinda Dixon: Having cut her travel teeth on Italy’s ferries and trains, rarely has a year passed when Belinda hasn’t been back. Research highlights include gazing at mountains while ferry-hopping those gorgeous lakes, encountering Mantua’s extraordinary art, tasting olive oil in Malcesine and Bardolino, well, Bardolino – and always delighting in this, the bel paese.